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A transformative approach
to global travel management
Our client was a Fortune 500 automotive company.
They approached HRS looking for a way to eliminate
cumbersome offline processes and move travel
procurement to a fully tech-driven global ecosystem.
Furthermore, they sought a partner who could help them to drive
cost savings and improve the company’s reputation as a caring,
traveler-centric employer.
As one of the world’s leading car and truck manufacturers, this
multinational corporation had over 300,000 employees, of which
75,000 were regular business travelers. Travel was managed via a
central business unit, overseeing 50 markets globally, including 13
in Europe, with an annual hotel spend of over €100 million.

Our program had to be implemented efficiently in order to
minimize disruption and start driving results as fast as possible.
Here’s what we did…

50

markets globally including 13 in Europe

€100
million+ annual spend
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Our client’s
objectives included:
Limited hotel content (only GDS) with no rate transparency

High manual effort to consolidate reports in preparation
for hotel negotiations

Our client’s expectations
for a future-ready
travel program:
 reater efficiencies and transparency delivered via
G
comprehensive digital transformation

Traveler-centric approach to focus on duty of care,
traveler satisfaction and program compliance

No leavers or transparency on savings potential
Direct and indirect cost savings

Impossible to forecast post-COVID-19 demand
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The need for digital
transformation
The automotive industry is becoming rapidly more digitalized.
However, the legacy of fragmented and disconnected travel
ecosystems still lingers. In fact, many processes are still
performed fully offline.

Taking a traveler-centric approach

Travel managers in the automotive sector are therefore used
to gathering data manually in order to consolidate travel
program reports. However, this way of working can only give
them, at best, a vague understanding of their procurement
needs. Furthermore, these are time-consuming processes that
come with a high risk of data-loss.

From production sites, to safety testing centers and supply demand locations,
this key industry still needed boots on the ground all around the world.

The fragmented offline management of payment and expense
processes also creates additional bottle-necks that get in the
way of overall program transparency.
The solution is clear and simple: digitization of all in-house
processes, enabling a shift away from managing stakeholders
to managing technologies.
For this, there is an unprecedented need in the automotive
space for technology partners with digital DNA and the ability
to deliver next-generation ecosystems.

While the COVID-19 pandemic put a halt to the majority of business travel,
the automotive sector had no choice but to keep going.

Thus, hygiene and traveler reassurance became a critical priority. To not
only comply with duty of care, but to ensure holistic safety and traveler
satisfaction, businesses found themselves in need of a more direct, platformminded approach, as closed systems quickly proved incapable of delivering
across this new set of KPIs.
Furthermore, travel managers required the ability to enforce updated
program compliance. This had to be centrally-organized and widely delivered,
so that the same policies could be easily adopted, even by regional hubs.
Finally, there was heightened pressure to enable touchless traveler journeys,
which depended upon data consistency and seamless integration.
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An affordable,
enterprise-scale
solution
Naturally, our client needed this global project to be delivered at a manageable cost. The question for
HRS was: how could we satisfy their expectations while keeping expenses to a minimum?
With a fragmented ecosystem and no direct connectivity between tools, plus business sections siloed,
data flow stunted between sections of the company, and a heavy reliance on offline processes to
manually consolidate reports (with no overview or transparency on savings potential), this was not an
easy question to answer.
Even as our client’s travel volumes remained high, we took a holistic, consolidated overview of their
global business criteria. Using data gathered from their previous program analytics, from procurement
to booking, pay and expenses, we created a cost transparency model that would enable program
optimization and drive savings in real time.
This was powered by HRS Lodging as a Service, which enabled the client to manage the hotel vertical
end-to-end through a single open-API platform.

We jointly achieved
all our goals with
regards to content
quality, savings
and digitization,
through the
smoothest go-live
we have ever seen
Head of Supplier Management, Travel
Management, Global Automotive OEM
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How did HRS
Lodging as a
Service meet
set-up goals and
requirements?

HRS’s state-of-the-art Lodging as a Service platform was able to natively
integrate into our client’s existing ecosystem, integrating with various data
points without disrupting any ongoing functionality. From day one, it started
driving improved convenience and efficiency, from procurement to booking,
at a manageable cost.
After just three weeks, the platform was available in 13 of our client’s markets.

Available in
13 markets
after 3 weeks
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What were the
key benefits?
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Continuous Procurement
HRS connects supply with demand in a seamless and
straightforward cycle, allowing users to constantly negotiate
and re-negotiate the best rates on 600,000 hotels worldwide.
As our client’s case proved – even with a complex global
travel matrix – a smart approach to leveraging negotiation
power and driving price competition can create significant
cost savings with low effort. Having worked with HRS
since 2019, our client has easily negotiated approximately
850,000 room nights in more than 50 markets.
Continuous Procurement also helped our client recover from
the COVID-19 downturn. Our procurement consultants were
able to forecast demand for the future through a segmentspecific approach derived from our own first-party data, which
highlighted how different markets were expected to adjust.
For example, we noticed that while volumes of “heavy
travelers” to the HQ would decrease, “premium commuters”
would take a greater number of trips and would return to
pre-crisis levels much quicker. Thus, we correctly identified
production sites in Beijing, Bremen, Dresden and Kecskemet
as those that would have the highest demand.

850,000 room
nights in
50 markets
negotiated
since 2019
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Smart Booking
By integrating our own Smart Booking solution with the client’s Cytric ecosystem, HRS was able to minimize search time for
travel managers and travelers. This improved efficiency while reducing frustration.
And, thanks to HRS’s Bestbuy & Multisource features, which display the best possible rate and availability per offer out of all
channels, plus the HRS Rate Filter, which shows only program-compliant hotels, we achieved a staggering 32% increase in online
adoption. This resulted in an overall program adoption increase to 97%.

32%

increase in online adoption

We believe businesses that fail to invest in sustainability initiatives – including choosing more sustainable lodgings for business
travelers – will feel the effects of loss of revenue through both direct (e.g. paying higher taxes for carbon offsetting) and indirect
(e.g. losing business after reporting high carbon footprint) means.
As part of our next iteration, we plan to augment our existing functionalities with the HRS Recommendation Engine, which is
able to intelligently prioritize recommended listings based on traveler preferences.
We will also add Rebooking functionality – this is a fully-automated, post-booking optimization feature, which scans for lower
rates until the traveler’s arrival date, and re-books when possible to secure a better deal.
Together, these additional functionalities will drive traveler satisfaction and cost savings.

13%

realized ADR savings

Lastly, since hygiene and safety of travelers have become key concerns for this client, having visibility of HRS Clean & Safe
labeled properties at the point of booking has helped them to ensure adherence with the corporation’s policies around duty of
care. More than 65,000 certified hotels are already Clean & Safe certified, and this number is growing day by day. 85% of our
client’s bookings in 2020 were for Clean & Safe certified hotels.
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Touchless Stay
Touchless Stay covers the entire payment process, from expenses to invoice correction, expense
integration and VAT reclaim. It is a fully-digitized part of the HRS platform, taking the complexity
and frustration out of payments and offering a fully automated, touchless check-in/check-out
journey. Better still, it eliminates legacy offline procedures.
Previously, our client’s travelers had to make their own payments during check-out, manually
collect an invoice from the hotel, then file a lengthy travel expense claim. In instances where the
invoice was rejected, for example because of inconsistencies, the traveler was forced to request
changes from the hotel, which could become a lengthy process.
Even once corrected, the expense report needed to be manually updated by the accounting
department, who would have to manually check the details.
However, with the implementation of Touchless Stay, every step of this process became seamlessly
integrated with the client’s online accounting ecosystem (AirPlus). With HRS’s solution, they were
able to deliver 99% of their corrected invoices automatically, increasing digital payment adoption
by almost two-thirds (63%).

99%

of corrected invoices delivered automatically

63%

increase in adoption of digital payment

Additionally, after enriching the invoice data with Level 3 data (traveler name, date, tax rate, etc.)
and feeding back into the platform analytics, our platform could offer the client a holistic overview
of spend, further driving cost-savings and program optimization.
As an added bonus, digital check-in and check-out helped to improve overall traveler satisfaction
and duty of care compliance.
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Smart Data
After implementing the key engines of the Lodging as a Service platform and
feeding our client’s data back into the system, HRS’s next-generation analytics
unit Smart Data works automatically to drive cost transparency, enable a
holistic overview of the program and pin-point areas for optimization.
Not only does this enable our client to work from a single source of truth, it
also significantly reduces the number of manual and offline processes they
rely on, while reducing the risk of incorrect data or data loss.

Our client is able to work
faster, more intelligently, at a
global scale, while still driving
maximum cost savings.
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Overall results
With an easy-to-use, highly intelligent solution powering their global hotel procurement
program, our client was able to achieve 92% in overall traveler compliance, further supporting
their “no-compromise” approach to traveler satisfaction.
Lodging as a Service was integrated across 13 markets in just 3 weeks and is now the sole
platform powering the organization’s entire travel program. With HRS’s experienced project
management overseeing the integration, the process was smooth and painless.

What are the key
pillars underlying our
successful cooperation?
Understanding the customer’s requirements from day one
Getting stakeholders from OBE, TMC and travel management involved early
A clear process blueprint customized to the customer’s needs
Open, transparent and regular communication
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Results in numbers
RESULTS: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

DIRECT & INDIRECT COST SAVINGS

CARING & TRAVELER CENTRIC EMPLOYER

70%

8.4%

85%

32%

13%

10%

99%

zero
comprimise

spend coverage via
HRS LaaS Platform

online adoption
increase, up to 97%

63%

digital payment
adoption

procurement savings

ADR savings

automatically
corrected invoices

Clean & Safe coverage across the program

program compliance, increased to 92%

on customer satisfaction
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HRS’ next-generation
tech-driven approach
Thanks to a smooth implementation and
seamless integration, our client benefited
from direct and indirect cost savings, while
also gaining an all-new, holistic overview of its
global travel program, including a whole new
tranche of analytics data.
With a digitized payment suite, they have
eliminated cumbersome offline processes and
now deliver 99% of their invoices automatically.
HRS has enabled the business’s travel managers
to showcase a 8.4% increase in procurement,
while also helping to drive 13% ADR savings.
Also, our client has reported improved
satisfaction among all stakeholders involved
with the company’s travel program.
Following this successful project, HRS is once
more looking to the future of corporate travel
management, and asking how else we could
improve the program.

More to come…
In our quest for even greater synergy and savings, we have begun consolidating other travel
segments into the plaform, including Meetings, Groups, Longstay and Transient. Our aim is to
bring the whole spectrum of corporate travel management under one roof for this client.
At a time when the automotive industry looks toward a greener, more sustainable future –
and as our client pledges to be emissions-free by 2039 – optimizing in-house processes can
have a significant effect too, not least because HRS’s Green Stay label can make it easier than
ever to find and book green hotels. Looking to the future, we will aim to achieve an even
higher rate of Green Stay bookings to support our client.

Automotive Corporation
Lastly, we understand that travel managers within our client’s organization are still taking
a mainly manual approach to traveler security, which also includes consolidating lengthy
reports. We therefore aim to integrate a fully-digital security solution into the clients’
ecosystem. This will allow our client to send instant notifications to travelers in the field,
while also collecting and utilizing comprehensive data.
After a fast and effective start, we are excited to see what we can achieve next.

Our strategy
is helping
us lay the
groundwork
for climateneutral and
sustainable
mobility.
Chairman of the Board of Management, Global
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Want to learn
more about
HRS solutions?
Read more about how digital payment can reduce
maverick spending in this case study.
Read more about HRS’s Green Stay label on our
corporate website or in this informative white paper.
Learn more about HRS’s Clean & Safe label here.
Subscribe to the monthly HRS Corporate Lodging
Bulletin to stay up-to-date with the latest industry
trends and developments.
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Automotive companies
worldwide are going
through unprecedented
change. HRS supports
travel management
within automotive
companies to become
showcases for
successful digital
transformation.

To learn how HRS could
optimize travel procurement
within your organization,
contact me today:
Alexander Dyskin, Global Program Manager
Automotive Vertical Lead, HRS
+49 221 2077 3101
+49 162 138 83 59
alexander.dyskin@hrs.com
linkedin.com/in/alexander-dyskin-95411640/

Alexander Dyskin, Global Program Manager
Automotive Vertical Lead, HRS
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Thank you for reading

